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Curators, librarians, and archivists build
collections that reflect the current research trends. As custodians of the past,

DO WE COLLEC T ?

they preserve raw materials for future
scholars to analyze. Consider museums
and libraries as active sites of investigation — their objects, images, and texts are
yours to discover. How do different technologies bring new interpretations to old
objects?

DO WE PRESER VE?
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Even though curators cannot predict what new technologies or interests will guide future
research, by safeguarding the collections, they preserve the potential of latent information. When
A.C. Moore collected his specimen of Croptilon divaricatum in 1885, scientists were just begin-
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ning to experiment with photography to record information. When a sample of Croptilon divari-

A.C. Moore, 1885

catum was added to the collections in 1926 by Henry W. Ravenel, computers were still decades
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away from common use.
Because the Herbarium preserved these specimens, researchers today can compare current
samples of Croptilon divaricatum with historic samples to examine change over time. Using vari-
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ous types of instruments, such as scanning electron microscopes (SEM), and imaging techniques
biologists can investigate changes in cell structure. Environmental scientists can analyze the

* All s p e c i m ens co u r tesy o f the A . C . M o o re
H e r b a r i um , Uni ver si t y o f S o u th Caro l i na

chemical composition to see if pollutants have altered their composition.
I m a ge s co u r tesy o f E r i k a Bal o gh, E l ec tro n
M i c ro s co py Center, Uni ver si t y o f S o u th Caro l i na

What questions do you have to ask of their collections today?

